FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MCI expands further into Africa
MCI Consultants today announced that as part of its ongoing commitment to
expanding its Sage operations beyond the borders of South Africa, it has engaged with
the GSK Group, based in Djibouti, to assist with resolving a number of institutional
challenges, as well as to provide ongoing support in order to optimise the use of their
Sage 300 ERP system.
“We will be focussing on the optimisation of operational and financial procedures
related to their ERP systems, as well as providing training and support wherever
necessary,” explained Tonya Harvey, a Business Partner at MCI Consultants. “The
GSK Group needed a company that could provide dedicated resources to their
organisation for this ongoing activity.
“Specific issues already identified include addressing the unique demands of multiple
related companies that are currently unable to share information and data that should
be readily accessible, given the commonality in activities that exists,” continued
Harvey.
“New initiatives are always exciting, and this is no exception,” concluded Harvey.
“Over the past twelve months we have announced several global activities including
some in Africa; the Middle East; and Central and South America; and, are working on
deals in other areas such as Australia and Europe.”

For further information, please contact Aliki Droussiotis, MCI: tel 011 454-3420, fax
011 454-3417, e-mail aliki@mci.co.za

Editor’s note
About GSK Group
The GSK Group is a dynamic, rapidly expanding enterprise with a number of diverse
interests in the horn of Africa i.e. in Djibouti, Ethiopia, and Somaliland. GSK Group
is comprised of many different wholly owned companies across a wide spectrum of
industries, including IT, multimedia, pest control and extermination services, security,
bottling and distribution, farming construction, courier services, general trading,
logistics, manufacturing, multimedia, ship handling, shipping, surveying, and travel.

About MCI Consultants
MCI is a dynamic business information systems consulting firm based in
Johannesburg, South Africa specialising in providing IT solutions to medium and
large companies across various industries in South Africa, Africa and abroad.
MCI offers a complete solution, which can include project management, consulting
services, installation, training and support, packaged software implementations,
hosted solutions, product development, including e-commerce and mobile solutions,
hardware supply and network and communications services.
MCI’s superior performance and reputation is attributable to its passionate, dedicated
team and dynamic skill pool of consultants.
MCI’s approach is to continuously provide solutions to meet its clients' changing
requirements. MCI prides itself in delivering excellent customer service and building
long-lasting partnerships with its clients.
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